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Bloomsbury Publishing PLC, United Kingdom, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Meet moi, `a champagne bubble of a girl about town working at being a princess
by day and by night on the prowl for that elusive, must-have accessory every girl simply demands:
an impossibly rich fiance . It shouldn t be too tricky. After all, her BFF is Julie Bergdorf, department
store heiress, queen of Park Avenue and owner of hair universally acknowledged as the Perfect
Shade of Blonde. Life is a whirl of ball gowns and blow-dries (which inevitably take waaay too long,
because hairdressers always need to talk through their addictions). But, strictly entre nous, it can
actually be tres draining to mix parties, peach bellinis and private jets (`PJs to those fluent in
globetrotting) while maintaining a standout collection of Chloe jeans and a job. How does she
manage it? Plum Sykes lifts the lid on Manhattan s elite in this devilishly witty, deliciously addictive
tale of the search for love - and the ultimate Manolos.
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This pdf is great. It is actually rally exciting throgh reading time. Your daily life span is going to be transform when you comprehensive reading this pdf.
-- Fr a ncis Lubowitz-- Fr a ncis Lubowitz

It in one of the most popular publication. We have read through and that i am sure that i will likely to study again once more later on. I am just delighted to
tell you that this is actually the finest publication we have read through in my individual existence and might be he best pdf for actually.
-- Mr . Cloyd Schm idt II--  Mr . Cloyd Schm idt II
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